
CALVIN 21

MARTYRDOM and SELF-DENIAL
So they stoned Stephen, and as they did so, he called out, ‘Lord Jesus, receive my
spirit.’ Then he fell on his knees and cried aloud, ‘Lord, do not hold this sin against
them’ and with that he died. Acts 7:59-60

Stephen was a foreigner in Jerusalem. He belonged to a group of Greek-speaking
Jews who were born outside Israel but had decided to resettle in their religious
home, the centre of Judaism, Jerusalem. In their host country Jews often had
to live on the margin of society, neither belonging nor totally accepted. They
were often discriminated against because of their religion. What was more natural
than to return to the mother country, its temple and the core of what was most
precious to them, their belief in, and worship of, Jehovah? Yet when they arrived
in Jerusalem, they soon discovered that they were now regarded as foreigners
in Israel. Their native language was Greek, not Hebrew or Aramaic.

And then they discovered John the Baptist and Jesus, men who did not
discriminate, but were full of the Holy Spirit. The enthusiasm of Pentecost
infected them and warmed their hearts. The alienation they had felt evaporated
as by magic. They felt as one with both the authentic Jews, such as Peter and
the other disciples, but also with other foreigners present at the occasion. The
Holy Spirit transcended the barriers of language and united all those present.

Yet even amongst that first band of Christians the sense of belonging and unity
had begun to weaken. Just preaching the good news of salvation had not been
enough. People also had to eat and particularly the widows of the Greek speaking
Jews (they were usually called ‘Hellenists’) had been starving and had not been
given their fair share of the handouts. Therefore a meeting of all followers of
Christ was called and a committee of seven Hellenists was appointed to rectify
the situation.

They were called ‘deacons’, Greek for servers, almoners. Nowadays we would
call them welfare workers. They were put in charge of the fair distribution of
gifts for the needy. This would free the disciples to concentrate on evangelism.

Stephen was to be the first and most prominent of the deacons. He stood out in
the crowd of Christians partly because of his eloquence and strong Christian
conviction, but mainly because he represented what nowadays would be called
‘charismatic leadership’, those who inspire. He felt at home with the Hellenists,
but he was also thoroughly acquainted with the Hebrew heritage. This was
clearly shown in the speech he made before the Sanhedrin, the powerful Supreme
Court of Jerusalem.
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Charismatic leadership often forms a bridge between contrasting cultures. Stephen
was such a leader and could interpret each group to the other while
simultaneously rescuing the most vulnerable group from oblivion. Charismatic
leaders usually inject new vitality in downhearted groups such as the Hellenistic
Jews. They inspire new religions, such as early Christianity, emotionally stripping
old patterns and welding their followers to new ones.

There was a tradition of charismatic leadership in Israel. The prophets had
usually been inspiring individuals. The Biblical vocabulary of the authors was
not large enough to call it charismatic leadership and so it was described
differently in Exodus 34:29. Moses’ skin is described as shining ‘because he had
been speaking with the Lord.’ In the New Testament (Luke 9:29) the face of
Jesus is described as having changed while he was praying to the Lord. Moses,
Jesus and Stephen had become magnets to their followers, all inspired by the
contagious faith in the Lord.

The speech of Stephen elaborately recorded in Chapter Seven of the Book of
Acts was his defence against the accusation that he had slandered God’s temple
and the Law of Moses. He had been hauled before the Sanhedrin, where he
showed his intricate knowledge of Jewish history and its fit with his Christian
conviction. The disciples had more or less said the same thing, but being
authentic and born locally they were protected by public opinion. By contrast
Stephen was more vulnerable. The Greek speaking Jews were regarded as
strangers and therefore the Sanhedrin, hostile to the new sect, hoped that by
bringing Stephen into disrepute it would undermine the entire Christian
movement.

Stephen established his credentials by beginning his defence with the importance
of Abraham, Joseph and Moses. He followed this up with the story of David and
Solomon. All very correct and acceptable, but then finished very controversially
(Acts 7:51-53): ‘You always fight against the Holy Spirit. Like fathers, like sons.
Was there ever a prophet whom your father did not persecute? They killed those
who foretold the coming of the Righteous One; and now you have betrayed him
and murdered him, you have received the Law as God’s angels gave it to you
and yet have not kept it.’

This touched the priests and other members of the Sanhedrin ‘on the raw and
they ground their teeth with fury (Acts 7:54).’ But Stephen was unperturbed.
He was filled with the Holy Spirit and said: ‘I can see the Son of Man standing
at God’s right hand (verse 56).’ This was obviously too much for his accusers.
They stopped their ears, ‘flung him out of the city and set about stoning him
(verse 58).’

Then follows our text for today: ‘So they stoned Stephen, and as they did so,
he called out ‘Lord Jesus receive my spirit.’ Then he fell on his knees and cried
aloud, ‘Lord, do not hold this sin against them’, and with that he died.’
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What does Calvin have to say about this episode?

He sees it as a conflict between God, represented by Stephen, and Satan,
represented by the Sanhedrin. Stephen has the eye of his mind so strongly on
Jesus that not even the cruel and extremely painful death through stoning could
affect his faith. The Sanhedrin consists of ‘the adversaries of the word’ whom
Satan has stricken ‘with madness.’ They are ‘raging enemies, oppressing the
goodness of his cause, partly with false accusations and malice, partly with
violence and outcries.’ By contrast Stephen surrounded by hostility and cruelty
on ‘every side, destitute of man’s help, turns to God.’

Calvin interprets Stephen’s prayers as the acme, the pinnacle and culmination
of godliness. In the first one (commending his spirit to Christ, verse 59) he ‘does
not lean on the judgment of the flesh, but rather assures himself, even in very
destruction, that he shall be saved and suffers death with a quiet mind.’ In the
second one (praying to the Lord not to hold this sin against his enemies (verse
60) he admires Stephen for not indulging in revenge, but showing what 'affection
he bears toward all other men.’

Stephen does not waver, but clings to the very understanding so typical of Jesus
on the cross who also prayed: ‘Father forgive them, for they do not know what
they are doing (Luke 23:34).’ Understanding one’s enemies and murderers and
not seeking revenge for their palpable injustice shows a wideness of spirit which
is from God rather than man.

Calvin quotes Augustine writing ‘that unless Stephen had prayed the Church
should not have had Paul.’ It was Paul who (verse 58) looked after the clothes
of the witnesses who participated in the stoning but was later converted on the
road to Damascus. Calvin feels that Augustine’s statement is a bit strong, but
admits ‘that Stephen’s prayer was not in vain.’ Or to put it differently in our
own terms, Stephen’s charisma had its effect on Paul who not only had a similar
background (he too was a Greek speaking Jew born outside in Tarsus, Cilicia)
but similarly enthused by the Holy Spirit unstintingly built the various
communities of believers all over the Mediterranean basin until he himself was
executed.

Calvin, intellectually as fair-minded as ever, then brings up the awkward question
of the Sanhedrin justifying the stoning in scripture. Chapter 13 of Deuteronomy
deals with stoning as punishment of false prophets. Were those who stoned him
sincerely convinced that Stephen and the early Christians were a collection of
‘false prophets?’ Calvin’s answer: ‘The stoning of Stephen was both unjust and
also wicked, because he was unjustly condemned … it is the cause alone which
makes the difference; but this difference is so highly esteemed before God and
his angels, that the reproaches of the martyrs do far excel all glory of the world.’
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Calvin’s stress on the cause as a critical factor in martyrdom helps us to answer
the topical question as to the difference between the Christian martyrs and the
young Muslim ones who recently destroyed themselves for what they believed
was a holy cause. To them the WTO Towers in New York were a monument of
evil capitalism and the Israeli enemies who occupied the land that had belonged
to their forefathers. And they believed that Allah would reward them for their
self-sacrifice.

The difference is that the Christians martyrs died for their faith in a saviour
whereas the Muslims died for a partisan principle of political self-determination.
Identification with Jesus versus identification with a local cause. Jesus stood
and stands for a transcendental system of meaning. The young suicide bombers
stood and stand for the concrete mundane goal of winning a power game between
nations.

God is a God of universal justice rather than a local warlord applying different
standards of justice according to the local boundaries of one’s bailiwick or one’s
base of power. God encourages global rather than local order if that is the difficult
choice. One of the fundamental differences between the Old and the New
Testament is that the former tends to sacralize an ethnic identity but the latter
a universal one. Jesus and Paul burst the narrower boundaries of national justice,
thereby promoting a global one. Jesus is the prince of peace rather than a partisan
in a local squabble.

Therefore the questions become: does martyrdom caused by witnessing to Jesus
or witnessing to Allah have practical consequences for more mundane goals?
Does the faith in question lead to a better society or culture? Does ‘walking with
Jesus’ or alternately defence of one’s territorial aspirations and clashes or
economic ideology get us closer to the pure order both God and Allah ultimately
represent? Does martyrdom fits God’s creation of pure order out of human
disorder? Does the martyrdom in question aggravate or advance global peace
and justice and relations between nations? Is giving one’s life for a noble cause
different for Stephen and the many Christian martyrs after him as compared
with the Muslim suicide bombers?

There is quite a difference. The former advances global order whereas the other
puts that order in greater jeopardy. The early Christian martyrs made a difference
to culture. They reinforced universal standards of justice for everyone. Their
extreme self-denial to the point of self-sacrifice carried in its wake a host of
implicit examples for improving the quality and cohesion of their society and
culture. Their Lord and saviour represented gentle understanding, integrity and
above all reinforcements of those values and norms making for a saner and safer
society. Global order is not advanced by hatred for other nations or hatred for
their economic systems, but by understanding, empathy and love for one another.
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This is the big difference between the Christian martyrs, of which Stephen was
the first and foremost and the present day Islamic suicide bombers: the former,
following Jesus, rather turned the cheek spreading peace and mutual
understanding. By contrast the latter did the opposite. They stand for revenge.
Their salvation is in aggressive defence and aggravating division and conflict.
Stephen’s martyrdom, by contrast stands for embodiment and identification
with Jesus and what he stood for. The Christian martyrs represented a noble
cause. The Islamic suicide bombers characterize a narrower and therefore ignoble
cause, national/ethnic advantage at the expense of peace and justice for all.

The early Christian martyrs were the seed of the church. They also perpetuated
the old tradition of preventing the priestly heritage from ossifying culture and
society and keeping the change-oriented prophetic tradition not only legitimate,
but also alive. It was centred on a person, the Messiah, who represented in his
acting, living and dying, self-denial and self-sacrifice, the pure order, his Father
had in mind for all mankind.

Our other reading for today (1 Peter 2:1-10) elaborates that theme. It gives details
of the cause, which to Stephen was so precious that he was prepared to lay down
his life for it. It is Peter’s letter to the small communities of Christians in Asia
Minor, now Turkey. They were often people like Stephen: Greek-speaking Jews
who had maintained their Jewish beliefs in a foreign land far away from
Jerusalem.

Being marginal in their host country the message of the suffering Christ appealed
to them. They suffered too. They did not altogether belong in their pagan
communities and yet they had invariably adopted some of the culture of their
surrounding, such as the Greek language. Jesus, the crucified prophet, was a
figure with whom they could identify. More importantly they could accept him
as the central divine figure around which their unifying faith could take shape
and be the core of their motivation and values.

That’s why Peter’s imagery of living stones (verse 5) building the spiritual temple
around Jesus as the cornerstone appealed to them. They were the ‘living stones’
constructing through their faith a stable frame of reference in a less than stable
and comfortable environment. Through bearing witness to the saviour they
made a dignified place for themselves in a less than accepting and yet also
dissipated dissolute pagan community. Their inspired dynamism, typical for the
Old Testament prophets, fitted the suspicion of a religious, priestly,
establishment, smugly convinced of their superiority.

With any luck the witnessing of these early Christians in Galatia, Pontus,
Bothynia, Cappadocia, and Asia might attract their neighbours, curious as to
the source of their exemplary acting and living. But Peter warns them, this
potential for Christian growth will not come about when they think about
themselves as ‘establishment’, people resting on their laurels of respectability,
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but as individuals still growing in faith and ‘like newborn infants craving for
pure milk (spiritual milk, I mean), so that you may thrive upon it to your souls’
health (verse 2).’

This is also the theme that Calvin stresses in his commentary on these passages.
He actually translates the verses one and two as saying: ‘Malice and hypocrisy
belong to those who are habituated to the corruptions of the world; they have
imbibed these vices; what pertains to infancy is sincere simplicity, free from all
guile. Men, when grown up, become imbued with envy, they learn to slander
one another, they are taught the arts of mischief; in short, they become hardened
in every kind of evil: infants, owing to their age, do not yet know what it is to
envy, to do mischief, or the like of things.’

There is more. Peter in this section of his letter (verse 6) mentions that these
‘living stones’ or dedicated Christians also ‘offer spiritual sacrifices to God
through Jesus Christ’ What does he mean by ‘spiritual sacrifices?’ Peter believes
that ‘visual sacrifices’ such as those of animals are less important than heartfelt
dedication of the worshipper in God’s kingdom. And that meant self-denial or
close identification with Jesus the crucified saviour, ‘the image of the invisible
God (Colossians. 1:15).’

Self-denial is the first concept that comes to mind when we think about Stephen.
Yet it is also a prerequisite for whatever creates the healthy solidarity of a
community to which it is a privilege to belong.

Calvin devotes a whole chapter (Inst. III vii) to what he calls ‘a summary of the
Christian life, self-denial.’ The Christian life he says can be summed up in being
owned by Christ ‘so that man himself no longer lives, but Christ lives and reigns
in him (Galatians. 2:20).’

‘For when scripture enjoins us to lay aside private regard for ourselves, it not
only divests our minds of an excessive longing for wealth, or power, or human
favour, but eradicates all ambition and thirst for worldly glory and other more
secret pests.’ And in section two of that chapter Calvin says: ‘Deny yourself,
renounce your own reason, and direct your whole mind to the pursuit of those
things which the Lord requires of you, and which you are to seek only because
they are pleasing to him.’

There are practical, social consequences of this self-denial. It leads to sobriety,
puts us on the road of pilgrimage to perfection. It leads to humility and modesty,
respect for others, all leading to the ‘common good’, ‘the good of our neighbour.’
‘In this way only we attain to what is not to say difficult, but against nature, to
love those that hate us, render good for evil, and blessing for curse, remembering
that we are not to reflect on the wickedness of men, but look to the image of
God in them, an image which, covering and obliterating their faults, should by
its beauty and dignity allure us to love and embrace them. (Inst. III vii 6).’
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This capacity for self-denial ‘makes a way through all obstacles, and brings
everything to a joyful and favourable issue.’ Resigning oneself entirely to the
Lord leads to ‘tranquillity and endurance’ and extends ‘to all the accidents to
which this present life is liable (Inst. III vii 10).’

There is an intriguing, fascinating, similarity between our present society and
the ones that are addressed in Peter’s first letter. Our society too is scattered (1
Peter 1:1). It too is torn by ‘dog eat dog’ factions, obsessed by adversarial coldness
and rampant individualism. The balance between too much individualism and
too much conformity is presently broken. There is too much of the former and
not enough of the latter. More self denial, as Peter suggests may advance the
health of our soul (1 Peter 2:2).

The tendency towards political and religious conservatism in many countries is
a cry for the stability of delineation, or as our readings for today call it ‘the
corner stone of Jesus Christ’ particularly on the part of those who live on the
margin of our society, rather similar to the Hellenists in Jerusalem or the early
Christians in Bithynia and Cappadocia in Peter’s letter. Ignoring their cry will
be to the detriment of those who seek their salvation in the comforts of material
and technical wellbeing.

Our society also cries out for the wholeness, salvation, warmth and strength of
a community of believers united by faith in Jesus Christ, the cornerstone in
God’s kingdom. It also longs for the inspiring dynamism of a Stephen and the
self-denying, self-sacrificing crucified Jesus who is alive and well in the hearts
of his followers.

With Christ as our foundation, or as the corner stone of our commitment and
faith we can become what Peter suggests is a genuine Christian community and
what Stephen was prepared to give his life for. It is this that our final Hymn 207
sums up appropriately and beautifully:

Christ is made the sure foundation,
Christ the head and cornerstone,
Chosen of the Lord and precious,
Binding all the Church in one.
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